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AirFlow Climate Control Bluetooth® Wireless

AirEvac™ helmet ventilation system combined with Smith’s patented Regulator™ adjustable lens technology

keeps air moving seamlessly from your goggle through the top of your helmet, giving you a clear look at what’s

ahead. Add to that high-tech styling, great bass and treble response and an intuitive user interface and Smith’s

new Bluetooth® Wireless helmet speakers enhance comfort as well as the user listening experience.
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Nows News
Oakley Camera.
Oakley, maker of the worlds 
most tech sunglasses, is ru-
moured to have a new pet 
project in the works. Several 
sources tell us that the cur-
rent chairman Jim Jannard 
has a program going to cre-
ate a video camera that is 
a step beyond HD-DVD. All 
reports suggest that this is 
revolutionary technology 
that will change the future 
of video. If any company has 
the money and power to do 
it, it’s Oakley. And with its 
recent releases like ‘Our Life’ 
and ‘Community Project’, 
Oakley has the experience 
behind it to hopefully pro-
duce a great camera… With 
an O-Matter grip, twin ex-
hausts, a flux-capacitor and 
Plutonite Lenses that can 
take an RPG at 5 feet!

Spacecraft lands in Oz.
Seattle/Bali based brand 
Spacecraft is launching in 
Australia this winter sea-
son. The brand began in 1997 
when creator Stefan Hoff-
man started making stick-
ers. Over the last 10 years 
they have started producing 
clothing through a Bali based 
Co-op, paying fair wages and 
helping to grow a small com-
munity. The brand prides 
itself on producing the cloth-
ing in a socially conscious 
way, encouraging its small 
family run manufactures to 
work from home and under 
good working conditions. 

They will apply for their Fair 
Trading Certification this 
year. Keep an eye out.

First Tracks in Victoria.
NSW Snow shop First Tracks 
have opened their first Vic-
torian store in Bright. Details 
are thin on the ground at this 
stage but rest assured we are 
going to stay right here until 
we have more information… 
Or until I get hungry. Which 
ever comes first. Back to you 
Tom.

Baw Baw Rail Jam
Coming to  Baw Baw (yeah 
that’s right you heard!) on 
the 30th of June will be the 
Baw Baw Rail Jam presented 
by Forum and Cactus Black. 
With all the effort that’s be-
ing put into the Baw Baw 
rail park this year, this con-
test is going to be crazy. Be-
sides, every other resorts day 
passes are at least $90 a day 
this year. Most of these don’t 
even have a decent rail park. 
So the way I see it, you really 
have no choice but to be in 
the Baw Baw rail park this 
season.

POP Magazine’s Australian 
Snowboarder of the Year.
Yes! We’re beginning the 
snow party circuit early 
this year for the first annual 
POP Magazine’s Australian 
Snowboarder of the Year 
contest. Catchy Title? I think 
so! Voted for by you, the 
winners will be announced 
in June at an event in Mel-

bourne. Sponsored by POP 
Magazine the party will kick 
on till late. We’re working to 
provide free beverages for 
everyone (you included) so 
keep an eye on the website 
for voting details.

Grenade drops a bombshell!
I love stories that begin 
with witty puns. Needless 
to say I’m enjoying this as I 
write. Grenade Gloves have 
rebuffed an offer from Sec-
tion/Technine to purchase 
the glove maker. Grenade 
owner Danny Kass has said 
he wants the company to 
remain wholly rider owned. 
And Danny’s doing alright for 
himself too. They’ve recently 
shifted their HQ to a monster 
new facility in Portland. Keep 
an eye out in late April for the 
Grenade Games being held 
near Seattle. Ooooh, I could 
have started with “No glove, 
No love.” Is that better?

Captin Billy’s Crab Shack!
Okay Sydney kids, make sure 
you head down and check 
out skater Jamie Greentree’s 
new shop in Bondi - Captin 
Billy’s Crab Shack. This has 
the best name of any store 
I have ever heard of. They 
could sell second hand col-
ouring books and I would 
still shop there just so I could 

leave with a shopping bag 
that says Captin Billy’s Crab 
Shack on it. Fortunately they 
sell some of the greatest 
skate hardware and clothing 
known to man. Just visit the 
damn store.

DC Hardgoods Launches.
My love of everything DC is 
no secret around the office. 
Over my decade or so in ‘the 
biz’ I’ve gone from gangster 
to metro to semi-hesh (I 
couldn’t go fully hesh cause 
I don’t have the knees for 
tight jeans), all in the stylish 
comfort of my white DC’s. 
So, I went into joy over-drive 
when I found out that we will 
soon be seeing a hardgoods 
line from DC. Already we’ve 
had the big news about De-
vun Walsh riding head to 
toe DC and he will be joining 
fellow shredders Aaron Bit-
tner, Lauri Heiskari, and Iikka 
Backstrom. Unfortunately for 
us, this isn’t in Australia until 
2009 so in the mean time we 
can all look forward to the re-
lease of Jake Price’s new film 
later this year, the follow up 
to Mtn.Lab.

King Brown Magazine.
Ian Multch, Greg Lewis and 
Melbourne Artist Yok are 
putting out their third issue 
of their international art 
magazine very soon. Called 
King Brown, this is a fresh 
looking publication that 
comes in a brown paper bag 
– so you won’t be embar-
rassed by buying art with 
your porn. 

POP Magazine is Rick Baker & Dave Keating. For feedback please contact us on hithere@popmag.com.au. Address: P.O. Box 83. 
Balnarring. VIC. Australia. 3926. Thanks to: Samuel Ozboldstone, Andy Enness, Paul Colby, Holly O’Connell, 

Marcus Boadle, Chris Boadle, Jan Snarski, Drew Baker, Kero & Di Dunleavy. For advertising info please contact 
Simon Taylor on simon@popmag.com.au or 0411.749.824.
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Alva Classic Deck.
I remember using the internet when it first came out. You had 
to spend like 15 minutes navigating through porn to get you 
your school work… What? You didn’t have that problem? Any-
way, tripping down memory lane inevitably brings me to the 
OG Alva board, for no other reason than it suits my purposes 
in this review. They’ve reissued the original Alva decks, my ad-
vice – buy now. 

Oakley Frogskins by Supreme.
I was walking around Melbourne yesterday 
and noticed how many people are wearing 
original Frogskins and Ray Ban Wayfarers. So 
apparently eighties eyewear is back in. Know-
ing how cool I’m not, I’m sure a lot of you just 
said ‘Hey POP idiot, I’ve been bringing these 
back for ages.’ Well Supreme just one upped 
you and everyone else, as the always do and 
teamed up with Oakley to do four custom 
colours and an original print. Don’t worry, 
they’ve done a matching bag and neoprene 
strap so you don’t fall down crying when your 
sure-to-be expensive 20 year old sunglasses 
fall off your head. If you know anybody at 
Oakley that might have these, don’t ask ‘em 

because I’ve already got dibbs.

Faces of Skateboarding by Daniel Månsson.
Our friend Simon got us onto this amazing book. Daniel Måns-
son of Stockholm took off a few years ago to take portraits of 
some of the worlds skateboarders. What he has produced is 
one of the best things we have ever received here at the office. 
Its 160 pages of black and white photos come across, as the 
website says, in a raw, moody, documentary style. He has pho-
tographed everyone from Tony Alva to Jeff Grosso to Skip Eng-
blom to Danny Way. I’d go as far to say that this is the must 
have book for skateboarders. Pay whatever you have to pay to 
get this one, you won’t be disappointed.

Lola & Evie Outerwear.
Australian based outerwear company Lola & 
Evie have got their new girls only range out. 
If you struggled finding their gear last year 
that’s ‘cause it sold out right away. Team rider 
Courtney Phillips (a.k.a. CP) is all about it so 
with that kind of endorsement you know this 
shit is good. And I don’t mean ‘Paradise Beach’ 
good; I’m talking ‘90210’ good! 

Selk Bag.
This amazing invention allows one to more efficiently combine 
everyday tasks and comfortable sleep. That’s right, whether in 
the most inhospitable office environment, or if you’ve simply 
had a bit too much to drink at the bar, it’s a stylish jump suit 
made out of a sleeping bag which provides warmth, comfort 

and novelty laughs wherever you are.

Emerica Reynolds 3.
I’ve owned black shoes before but they’ve 
never exited me like this. Although from the 
outside they may look like your average pair 
of black suede kicks, it’s what they include 
in the box that makes these the best pair of 
black shoes ever created by man. Shoe bling! 
I kid not; these baby’s come with some seri-
ous ice specially made to fit in the lace loops 
of your favorite foot coverings. I’m not sure if 
having the shoe-jewels one side or the other 
denotes your sexual orientation… Hang on, I’ll 
ask this dude grinding against me.

Eero Attala Pro Model by Nitro.
I could tell you how much I like this board purely because of 
it’s ‘skate blank wood’ appeal and gruesome animal sushi style 
graphics but then I’d be short changing the Nitro board de-
signers. You see, they’ve put a new progressive tip & tail curve 
profile in the Eero and T2 boards. You really have to pick one up 
as it’s hard to explain on paper. Basically it’s going to help you 
nollie better and press those nose slides further. Which means 

by my calculations means life just got a whole lot better.
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The Ramos by Keep.
I came across these shoes while in New York. Keep 
shoes have got some amazing designs and I know 
what you’re thinking; these are designed for ladies 
and I’m pretty sure (but not positive) that it’s a guy 
writing this. Well, what of it? They come in sizes 
big enough to fit the male genders larger lower ex-
tremity too. Keep is L.A. based and come in lots of 
good prints and colour ways. You will find Keep in 
some of the best stores you will ever step into like 
Autumn, aNYthing and Classic Kicks. Hopefully we 
will be seeing them in Australian 
stores very soon.

The LCA+ by Lomo.
You know we’re fans of every-
thing Lomography. This cam-
era is probably the best they 
stock... Back in the 80’s some 
Russian company started 
making these little beauties. 
They don’t look like much, 
but they pack a punch! The 
photos come out so good, its 
almost cheating. Have a look 
at Irwin Fletcher’s photog-
raphy on the ‘Page For Rent’ 
two pages over to see what I 
mean. The ‘+’ model is a mod-
ern update on the original 
that now includes double ex-
posure and cable release. You 
can get them on the 
lomography.com.au website.

The Theo by Coal.
As I’m cursed with hair that can only 
be described as Jew curls, I consider 
myself something of a beanie connois-
seur . So when I came across this su-
perb piece of head topping I was pretty 
excited. The Theo is pleated in the back 
so it stays of your forehead (because 
looking like you’re a thug from Frankt-
son  about to stab someone in the jaw 
isn’t really that cool). Who would have 
thought you could innovate the bean-
ie? To top it all off (get it?) The Theo is 
made from real Acrylic’s so it won’t 
shrink when wet.

TJ Schneider by Sessions.
Sometimes referred to as The Illustrated Man because of all his tattoo’s, or ink as they’re calling it on 
the streets these days, TJ Schneider is part skateboarder, part artist, part designer but mostly pro snow-
boarder. TJ has a pro model Jacket with Sessions this year featuring some of his artwork. Because Ses-
sions are such rad people they’ve given us a jacket to give away. They weren’t very specific on how to do 
that. So I figured I’d call this little contest ‘Dress Up For A Sessions Get Up’. What you have to do is email 
me a photo of you in your most original ‘dress up’ costume. Please no slutty nurses/policewomen/an-
gels etc. because I said original and we’ve all seen those a hundred times.  I know most of you have these 

on your myspace profile so send all entries to sessionsgetup@popmag.com.au

TEAM MOVIE

THE

womens snowboarding





Page For
Rent

Photography from Irwin Fletcher

1: Beaches in Greece are mostly rocks, but who cares?! Greek Islands, 2006.
2: From up close, this car is huge. Except those are short boards… Mexico, 2007.
3: Possibly the most amazing view on Earth. Greek Islands, 2006.

1: Snow in NYC is much colder than it looks. New York, 2007.
3: Where our car should have been. Valencia, Spain, 2002.

1: Coat Check. The best job in the city, except when it’s slow. New York, 2007.
2: Taking it easy by the pool. Greek Islands, 2006.
3: A nice patch of sand at the end of the fence, Somers, Australia, 2006.

1: Killing Machine! Somers, Australia, 2006
2: The seas were rough that day. Andy was rougher. Pacific Ocean, 2006.
3: A bottle of Vermouth and a Fedora. Marc going fast standing still.

Melbourne, 2006.
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Sitting in a chair at 10pm on a Thursday night requiring den-
tal surgery is a trial in itself. But when this chair resides in 
a tiny dental clinic in the Costa Rican jungle… Well, then you 
have a story…

However that story is for another time, in fact the only simi-
larity that it holds to the story I am about to tell is the propen-
sity for the use of medical syringes.
 As a young male with a passion for surfing I have 
made certain sacrifices in the pursuit of this great sport. From 
‘all nighters’ in the car across state lines to mild hypothermia 
in the Tasmanian winter. But never had I combined my surf-
ing with my genuine concern for the greater community as a 
whole. Then it struck me (after I was told by one of my good 
friends, thanks B Mac), Clinical drug trials. What a better way 
to make some extra dollars to fund my planned four month 
jaunt to Central America, but more importantly help thou-
sands of suffering Australians in their search for pain relief.
 The plan was fairly simple. Register my inter-
est with the right institution and wait for a suitable trial to 
present itself. I use the word ‘suitable’ very loosely, let’s face it I 
was going to take anything. In less than 48 hours I had already 
failed the recreational drug screening at the Alfred hospital 
but on the up side my health and fitness was top notch. Four 
days and three more failed screenings later I was finally invit-
ed to take part in a trial involving anti depressants. I had been 
feeling a little flat of late and the $2,000 cheque for four days 
work seemed reasonable compensation. So, once the hooting 

had stopped, I calmly accepted the offer and made arrange-
ments. (Note: This is where the average punter will struggle 
with the drug trial process, because you are going to have to 
bail on work. You need an understanding boss or hopefully 
work in a rad surf shop that understands the process required 
in overseas travel.) 
 The ticket to surf through Mexico and Costa Rica 
was booked and the drug trial was the ammunition to gain 
a few extra Pesos for the ‘south of the border’ mission. But let 
me tell you, after being through one of these medical trials, 
it’s not all the glitz and glamour you may be expecting. Sure, 
the fantastic food, automatic beds, X Box consoles, free inter-
net access, private televisions, cute nurses and unlimited cab 
charge accounts are positives. Just be prepared to see more 
needles than a Collingwood smack house and more blood 
than a Tyson fight gone bad.
 When it’s all said and done, when you’re clutching 
that cheque in one hand and making sure to keep pressure on 
the cotton wool that is stemming the blood flow from your 
forearm, you will smile. You will be smiling when your call-
ing your travel companion into a bomb at Mex Pipe, you will 
keep smiling when you have had some of the best waves of 
your life in Central America, you will be really smiling when 
you can afford to shout that Swedish princess you just met 
at the bar another Corona. And just as importantly you won’t 
be wincing when you’re watching that Costa Rican dentist 
jamming that big anaesthetic needle into your gum… Because 
after all, you’re no stranger to the needle.

Trials &Tribulations
Words by Tom Nolan. Photo by Christopher Boadle.
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A Guide to Handshakes
Drawings by Nate Dizz. Words by Irwin Fletcher.

As I am sure you are all aware, there is a major trend in snowboarding today. You know the trend I speak of... Gangsters. There 
I said it! It’s a trend. The majority of the “Gangsters” that started this trend have already moved on. MFM has his own reality 
TV show now, I think it is safe to say, when you wear makeup, you lose your “ster-ness”. I know what you’re all going to say.... 
“He stole his first snowboard!” I’m sorry, that’s not gangster, that’s just stealing some poor kids snowboard. Trevor Andrew has 
traded the headphones (see Technical Difficulties) for the guitar and nobody said shit. 

         Me, I came from a 
middle class family, went to a private school and never had any problems 
with the “po-lease”.
I do however have a problem with today’s Gangster snowboarders.... I can’t fucking shake hands with any of them! Every time I 
see some of Australia’s “bros” on the hill, I panic! I know that they are going to want to throw down some tech hand shake that 
is used “on the street” these days and I am going to look like a “honky” because I don’t know what the fuck to do. Until recently, 
I just put my hand out, and like a 16 year old virgin, I let them have there way with me.
 As you can imagine, I got tired of this “hand rape” and decided to beat them at there own game. Like Darth Vader, I 
decided the best defence was a strong offence. Along with some friends of mine, we started using the most ridiculous hand 
shakes you have ever seen son! I was the victim no more! The bitch became the bitch-er!
 I would like to spare you the cold unjust of the hand rape. Thus, I present this guide to handshakes...

The Nucks.
Aka: The Rock, Bones, 
The Nucks is the simplest of them all. The best thing is, there is no confusion. The giver throws out a clenched fist, knuckles up. 
The taker, simply punches the givers fist. Nothing to it. Everyone knows what’s going on. This is my preferred method of
interhand-course.



The Worms.
Aka: The Snakes
The Worms involves the giver putting their hand out, palm up 
and wiggling the fingers. The taker does the inverse. This one 
is an oldie, but it’s still good and especially appropriate when 
done with a “homie” after “disrespecting” somebody.

Jessica Dalpiaz in the Nels. Embry Rucker photo 
coalheadwear.com

Abyss Distribution
03 8360 8844/info@abyss.net.au
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The Rock-Lock.
Aka: Lock Horns
The Rock-Lock is a personal favorite. The giver throws out “The Horns” and the taker locks his Horns with the givers and then you 
shake. The rock-lock is an instant classic.

The Goose Neck
Aka: Dip the Beak
This is a funny one. It involves you putting out your hand 
with you finger facing upwards. You press your thumb and 
fingers together, similar to the gesture a Frenchman would 
make whilst sitting on a high backed chair talking at length 
about the virtues of pinot noir. The other party to this does the 
inverse. Then you both tip your wrists back and forth whilst 
saying “Dip your beak”, “Eat Some” or something else birds 
would say.



Dealer Enquiries Floodlight Dist. 02 4365 5400

The Go Team
Aka: The Cincinnati All-In
This is the most complicated shake I have come across. It can 
be done with 3 or more people. Basically, the Team all does the 
right hand Karate-Chop in a circle with your finger tips touch-
ing. Then everyone closes their fist whilst keeping your finger 
tips touching. You should be left with a big orgy of hand. Then 
you all shake up and down whilst yelling “Go Team”, “What 
time is it?! Game Time!” Or whatever else it is they say in team 
sports....? “Hit the showers!?”

The Seal Paw
Aka: The Penguin
This is more of a practical joke than an effective handshake. In 
fact, it’s so one sided that it really doesn’t work if both parties 
are in on it. It works best when somebody you don’t like tries 
to shake your hand in the conventional manner. You do every-
thing the same as normal, but you tuck your thumb into your 
palm. It’s a very funny feeling for the other person when they 
have been Seal Pawed. It’s provocative.

The Salmon
Aka: Swimming the fish upstream.
This is a funny one, and is catching on fast. It’s symmetrical, so 
you start off in the orthodox manner, but instead of grabbing 
hands, you insert the arm like you were going to grab the el-
bow. But instead of grabbing, you start wiggling your arm like 
a Salmon out of water would. It also works as a practical joke 
very well. But, as you catch the other person off guard; you 
need to yell out some sort of fish phrase. A good one to start 
with is “Somebody call Rex, there is a Salmon on the loose!”

The 5-on-1
Aka: The Anti-Five
If you’re like my mate Ritchie and think the high five is just 
some seppo bullshit the West Indies introduced into the game 
then the Anti-Five is for you. When somebody tries to give you 
the elevated hand slap, you simply poke your finger into their 
open palm. I couldn’t agree with me more... And, because you 
were all expecting a 5-on-1 masturbation joke I am going to 
give you what you wanted.... Penis.

28



My whole life I sort of knew what my career was going to be. 
I was like one of those sick 14 year old girls that plan out their 
wedding. Go to High School, go to University, get a corporate 
job. It was that easy. It’s drummed into you from day one. I be-
lieved that was what I wanted. At High School, I did the right 
subjects like advanced math, economics, science and avoided 
all the fun subjects. I took a year off before I went to University, 
went snowboarding in the States and did a road trip through 
Europe. It was awesome. I then trudged off to University do-
ing Business and majoring in Business Law. I was setting my-
self up for the perfect corporate job. Meanwhile my brothers 
are all avoiding school and going snowboarding.
 Whilst traveling over summer I started working at 
a bar in New York. It’s was awesome and I had lots of fun, but 
I knew it wasn’t the road to “success.” After all you never had 
any guest lecturers at school that ran a bar. So I trudged back 
to school for my second year. I hated it, but it’s the price you 
have to pay, so they told me. I went back to the bar gig over 
summer and eventually my big break happened. I get offered 
a job with an IT firm that specializes in servicing hedge funds. 
They had offices all over the globe. They wanted me to work in 
their NYC office. I’d been “head hunted” and they didn’t even 
want me to go back to school. 75K a year, expense account, 
Blackberry, the whole sh-bang-a-bang. I was made. 
 In reality, I was absolutely fucked. I had to work 
9am-6pm and I was doing 10 hours of overtime a week. My 
fucking CrackBerry was a leash to the office. All my co-work-
ers were tools and my boss was a selfish piece of shit. I got two 
weeks off a year to go snowboarding and then they made me 
feel bad about it. Meanwhile my brothers were snowboard-
ing. I felt like the innocent man who gets abducted off the 
street... The van pulls up, the masked men get out and before 
you know it you have a burlap sack over your head and no-
body can here you scream. I trudged to work every day; whilst 

my eyes get darker and my girlfriend didn’t recognize me 
anymore...apparently I used to be fun. What used to be my life 
was now my company’s property. I was working for The Man 
and I had become his bitch.
 It was winter in New York. It was regularly 20 be-
low. I trudged off to work whilst it was still dark and got the 
crowded subway home like the worker ant that I had become. 
Then something strange started to happen. It was so cold 
that it reminded me of the times I have been that cold before. 
I searched through my clothes and discovered my old snow-
board thermals. They became my super-suit. I wore them 
under my corporate uniform and it made me feel like a super 
hero. To my co-workers I just looked like one of them, like the 
mild mannered Clark Kent only not as much of an annoying 
pussy. I started to dream of snowboarding whilst I worked. My 
body was doing one thing, but my mind was elsewhere. 
 Then one day I snapped. I had been dragged along 
to dinner with the boss and his girlfriend/gold digger, along 
with some of the company’s big wigs. The cheapest thing on 
the menu was $50; I just took it easy and avoided the wine. 
I reckon both mine and my girlfriends meals together came 
to $100. The check came and my boss said “We will just split 
it... so can I get $200 off each of you”... I was stunned silent. 
It was almost as heart breaking as the day I found out Darth 
Vader was my father. The next day I handed in my resignation. 
I claimed I couldn’t take the lifestyle anymore.
 I came home to Australia and opened a bar. I snow-
board more than ever and I try and hit the beach as much as 
I can. I don’t make much money, but at least now I have the 
time to think about what I want to spend it on. I have friends 
and a smile.
 Learn from my advice, don’t work for The Man. He 
will take everything you have to give and still not even buy 
you dinner...

I Ï Snowboarding
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Words by Irwin Fletcher.

THE NEXT LEVEL
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So you’ve worked for Quiksilver since forever, has this been your only job? 
Since I started 30 years ago, yeah. My one and only job.
Do you still find going to work fun everyday? Do you still get out in the water?
Yeah, I still love to go to work cause I no longer run the company, I’m more of like the tribal elder. But I love the action too; I can’t get 
away from it. I’m still very young at heart. Still surf all the time, just got back from a week in Taurua. I go into work and I love work-
ing on the product, just seeing it. I love the whole marketing thing, I love hanging out with the sales force cause their kinda my ears 
and eyes. It’s good with the accounts (shops), where it’s really happening, where the meat meets the pavement and its super fun. I’m 
involved with the new projects now going on in the company like the book and I’m working on denim real hard at Quiksilver, the 
shoes and we have an energy drink coming out next year. Roxy area cosmetics, smart apparel that breathes, more technical fabrics 
that works with iPods and all these kind of more advanced product categories that are going to be coming out real soon. That’s sorta 
like my little zone, because we certainly have a whole staff of young energetic artists, you know, graphic designers, fabric designers, 
people that work on the product and, not that I’m irrelevant anymore, but they do a lot better than I do. I’ve just got to make sure that 
we’re not doing disco dress when we should be doing board shorts. Kinda keep the train moving in the right direction.
It’s funny cause I come down here a bit to meet with JJ and JK. Those guys always invite me for a surf; they’re always really good 
to deal with...
It’s fun cause I can drive to work at Quiksilver, wherever it is. Here (Torquay), Huntington Beach (USA), Biarritz (France), and before 
I’ve even said hello I know if the surf’s going to be good. I see all the boards on the top, the wetsuits dripping hanging from their 
rear-view mirrors and maybe some sandals at the door. I mean it’s just like “Oh, OK. The surf’s good.” If I go there and nothings out, I 
go “Oh, the surf must be shit.” I can just tell by the feel of the building... Its classic.
Back in Europe when Quiksilver was starting you had Jeff Hackman and Robbie Nash over there. Then Tom Carroll, Kelly Slater 
who’s still there and still winning. Who do you see as the next young face of Quiksilver?
Right now in Europe there are definite iconic faces. Kids like Miky Picon and Jeremy Flores. They are definitely the face from a Euro-
pean standpoint. Jeremy will be the youngest kid ever to make the ASP WCT tour, so he could be a face. Here you have Julian Wilson, 
Ry Craike, there’s a few others. Certainly we have Dane (Reynolds), he’s a favourite but he can’t win a heat to save his life. He’s a free-
surfer you know, and he rips and goes crazy and all eyes are on him but he can’t get out of a heat to save his life. So as far as contest 
surfing, who knows? If he develops… but if he doesn’t I don’t really care because he’s just this unbelievable flying, rodeo-flip charac-
ter. And then we have Clay Marzo and Ola Eleogram from Maui who are insane surfers. We have a young kid, I forget his name, its 
some Hawaiian name, he’s like this tall, he rides this teeny little surfboard and he just absolutely rips. He’s 12! You know, so maybe 
he’s a face? And we have a kid like that from Tahiti, same deal. Beautiful little Tahitian kid, 12 or 13 maybe, same deal. Just rips, so they 
start very young and you never know who’s going to pop up and be the next Kelly Slater. And I would kinda bank on the group, so I 
don’t want to make a call on who the next guy is but for sure we’re going to have a great stable, that everybody is talking about.
Now that you’re a larger company, is it easier to invest in and trust the athletes?
Yeah, that part hasn’t changed a bit. We’ve always been athlete driven and we’ve always subscribed to having the best guy…and 
not necessarily the best performing but the best guy in terms of performance, attitude, character, looks. You know if they can hold 
their own with a group of people, speak to them and talk to the kids. That’s what we look for. And then fortunately we end up with 
Kelly Slater. I just think it is as important today as it has ever been because kids relate to their stars in life. Rock star, actor, sports star, 
whatever so that’s just really, really a must.
And on the business side of things, taking the ideas and the drive of athletes and then turning them into a strategy...
That’s really fun actually.
Do you see that as a role for yourself?
I think this happens more and more because these athletes get hung up and try to be little designers themselves. So, Dane Reynolds 
brings us some idea for a board-short, Kelly comes in with some bag deal, that’s really fun. I spend a lot of time with those guys. 
We’re doing a whole range Kelly has come up with, he’s come up with this whole logo and brand within our brand to do his hardcore 
surf accessories. It’s going to be killer. Komunity it’s called...

That’s all the space we have in this issue but the entire interview is amazing. I got to spend around 40 minutes quizzing Bob on 
how to take over the surf world, Quiksilver, its direction and so much more. To check out the full text of this interview and all the 
profiles in this section, hit our website where we will have them posted over the next few weeks! www.popmag.com.au

Bob McKnight is the closest thing our industry has to Bill Gates. Like Gates, he joined the industry at its beginning 30 years ago. And 
like Gates, has helped grow the industry and his own company to mammoth proportions over three decades. Still, Bob has not lost 
a bit of the passion and enthusiasm that has made Quiksilver the most successful core surf company and one of the worlds best 
known surf brands. And to think, all this started from eating a beer coaster in a Torquay pub with Al Green.

Industry Pro Bob McKnight, Quiksilver Inc, CEO.

We’ve taken the time to talk to five pros of our industry that wouldn’t normally get a spot in the magazines. These guys keep 
our industry moving, financed, organized and passionate. They contribute to the life we lead in a way most people never 
know about. So here they are… Our pros of industry.
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One of the most awesome guys in the industry. It’s JK’s job to 
make sure the Quiksilver team attracts the best skaters in the 
industry.

As someone who skates, is being a Team Manager like hit-
ting the jackpot or is it a little more like babysitting?
 There is an element of baby sitting but by doing my 
job well and choosing riders that contribute to the sport as 
opposed to just taking from it, I can limit my dealings with 
people that need baby sitting.  Smart individuals realize we 
have many resources due to our involvement with a larger 
company… and they utilize those resources effectively.  We 
have team members that have great relationships with the 
staff at Quik which helps with design, marketing and R & D.  
 I guess my job also enables me to skate some of the 
best spots around the world and write it off on tax… Sounds 
good to me. 
Of all the skate companies out there that could use someone 
like you, why did you choose to work for a traditionally surf 
focused company like Quiksilver?
 I saw opportunity because Quik were very surf ori-
entated and I believed both skateboarding and the company 
would benefit from working together. Where I grew up skat-
ing, lots of the older skaters that I looked up to were also surf-
ers and possibly snowboarders. People like Mark Grayson and 

Gary Taylor helped me be open minded about participating 
in all of these sports.  I think it’s a very real board rider men-
tality to have a go at anything that looks fun without worry-
ing about how you are being perceived by others. This open 
minded approach could even be a predominantly a Victorian 
way of thinking because we have good consistent surf, the 
best skate scene in Australia and ski fields in close proximity. 
 The fact that Quiksilver has legitimate roots in all 
of these disciplines really drew me to the brand. Also when I 
was a younger I remember skate legends like Lance Mountain, 
Kevin Staab and Spidey in old school Quik ads.
What about Australian skateboarders? Who’s impressing 
you right now?
 I think Australian junior skateboarding is the 
strongest it has ever been and luckily for them there are lots of 
Aussies who are killing it internationally and paving the way 
for our next wave of international pros.
 Shane O’Neill is one the raddest skaters I have ever 
seen plus he has amazing drive which means his stock is con-
stantly going up.  He just approached me to send him to the 
US to film with P-Rod for his up coming video. I mentioned 
that we did not have the budget.  He rang back five minutes 
later and said he was going to pay for it himself by spending 
his savings and taking out a loan.  That’s why Shane O’Neill is 
my favorite Australian skateboarder!

James Kennedy, Quiksilver Australia, Team Manager.
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This fun loving guy manages the world’s most successful 
snow brand. Shane has lived snowboarding for as long as I 
have known him and his passion and enthusiasm has never 
waned. Shane makes sure Burton remains Australia’s top sell-
ing snow brand.

It seems that snow and skate is your life. How have you man-
aged to stay passionate about your hobby when it’s become 
your job?
 That’s a tough one and I could crack a million jokes 
in regards to this but at the end of the day I do (as cheesy as 
it sounds) love snowboarding and everything about it.  Some 
people may say I’m crazy but I look forward to each and every 
time I get on the snow, whether it is riding Chamois at Buller 
in pouring rain with Boadle or riding powder in Utah with my 
wife and brother in law.  It never seems to disappoint me and 
I cannot ever think of a day when I won’t want to ride as much 
as I possibly can.  So, what’s better than working for the worlds 
largest snowboard company?
You’ve come into snowboarding from skateboarding right? 
Do you think skateboarding has much of an influence on 
modern day snowboarding?
 Skateboarding came first for me for sure, and I hon-
estly think all board sports have been influenced by skate-
boarding recently in some shape or form.  As far as current 
trends in snowboarding, wall rides wouldn’t be around if it 
wasn’t for skateboarder’s like Natas Kaupas and the Gonz.  

A lot of the modern day innovators in the snowboard scene 
come from a skateboarding background also; whether it be JP 
Walker, MFM, Jeremy, Aaron Bittner, Devun Walsh etc. How-
ever on the other hand, skateboarding has been influenced 
by snowboarding recently. Danny Way, who had a pro model 
snowboard in the 90’s with Type A, has mentioned that his 
ideas for the mega-ramp etc. have come from snowboarding. 
Is today’s snowboard market the toughest it’s ever been for 
Burton?
 I wouldn’t say toughest, I would say it has evolved 
to a more advanced business and it does require you to be on 
top of your game at all times.  That’s not to say it’s still not fun 
and exciting.  One thing a wise man once told me was “if it 
were easy, everyone would be doing it.”
What exactly does the job of Brand Manager for Burton in-
volve?
 That’s the toughest question so far. Really it is the 
process of making sure the brand you represent is placed ap-
propriately in the market place.  It is making sure the product, 
promotion and pricing all matches the market.  It is still a re-
ally new job role for myself so maybe give me a couple more 
months and I’ll have a better grasp on it.
Working on an event like the Burton Australian Open must 
be pretty exciting. How’s it looking for this season?
 Things are looking really positive for this season, 
I can’t say too much now but stay tuned. The one definite is 
that it will definitely be on this season.

Shane Carter, Burton Australia, Brand Manager.
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Dan travels the world taking photos of Australia’s best snow-
boarders and skaters. Sounds like a pretty sweet gig huh..? 
Well, I guess it is…

Now that digital SLR’s are in every photographer’s bag, do 
you miss that time spent in the darkroom?
 Yeah for sure! I just started getting my film done at 
this new lab and they have darkroom hire there, so I can’t wait 
till I can get in there and print some black and white stuff that 
I’ve been holding onto for years. Digital is great for efficiency 
and cost, but I find it takes so many more hours in front of a 
computer just to sort through the images and output them to 
different formats.
 You just can’t beat Kodak Tri-X 400 black and white 
film. It’s nice and grainy and has a real warm feel to it. I can’t 
replicate that on a computer with a digital image.
I bet you get to lug your camera bag through your fair share 
of airports?
 [Laughs] Yeah! The travel side of it is great! I’ve been 
so fortunate to see so many amazing countries and so many 
places I never would have considered travelling to. It is getting 
harder and harder to get all that stuff on the plane as carry on 
though. I keep telling this story about how the next time I get 
on a plane I will have one checked bag and an iPod in my pock-
et… But I know that will never happen because I can’t leave 
home without 3 camera bodies and 4 flash heads! [Laughs]

Who is easier to shoot, skateboarders or snowboarders?
I’d say snowboarders are easier to shoot, but the elements and 
locations can make it hard. Skateboarding is easily more ac-
cessible and usually warmer and drier to shoot but harder to 
capture that perfect moment in a trick. Skateboarding is much 
faster and you’re way more likely to get a board in the face 
(or lens!)
What would you like to shoot more of?
Tough question. I’d definitely like to shoot snowboarding more 
than just a couple of months a year, but the associated cost 
makes that hard. I love shooting skate and don’t do it nearly as 
much as I should anymore. I think I’d like to do more conven-
tional sport stuff as a day job. I’m not a real sporty kind of guy 
but it would beat the shit out of shooting weddings! I’m really 
into this portrait series I’m working on at the moment as well. 
I hope to have a crap-load of medium format black and white 
portraits of pretty much everybody I know.
Top 5 cameras:
I’m not telling you what’s in my bag, but below is a part wish 
list. Three of the five are in there, and the digital bodies don’t 
make my top 5!
1. Hasselblad 500 series N
2. Nikon F5
3. Bronica SQ-A
4. Leica M7
5. Polaroid Land Camera 250

Dan Himbrechts, Photographer.
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I met Linc for the first time at SIA in Las Vegas last January. His 
stories of his management style both amused and somewhat 
concerned us. Still, he heads up a successful Tasmanian store 
and is a style guru in his own right. Linc hires, fires and buys 
for a chain of stores in Tasmania.

Many people start their industry jobs on the shop floor and 
progress through the ranks and out to reps, marketing and 
brand managing. Has this ever appealed to you, or do you 
like the store environment?
 Getting and making opportunity is important to 
me so there is definite appeal for me to always better myself 
in the industry.  Moving upwards into a higher position in 
time would be awesome. I started as a casual over Christmas 
then gained full time shortly after. A year after doing that I 
scored a management role, since then I’ve managed 3 differ-
ent stores and have progressed into a buying role within the 
company. We have plenty of opportunity to move though the 
ranks of our business if you have the drive.
 The store is still always where you will have the 
most fun in retail, so much random action and plenty of 
laughs.
I’ve travelled with you and you’re always on the hunt for 
new brands for yourself. How do you balance your personal 
tastes with those of the average customer? Does it affect 
your buying?
 Yeah, I’m a bit of a consumer too that’s for sure and 
I like hunting for something a little diverse! I have a genuine 

interest in clothing and footwear; you know living what your 
selling type of deal!! My interest would affect the way I buy 
for our stores, I try and stock styles that I like and that are dif-
ferent, as well as styles I think customers will be in to. I re-
ally try and stock a good variety, hopefully got something for 
everyone! I also know that business is business and stocking 
what sells is so important. 
What do you think holds back our industry’s retailers the 
most? Is it that too many stores still run their shops like they 
did back in the day, closing all afternoon to surf? Or is it the 
shift towards mall stores with no connection to their roots?
 I think finding the balance is the important thing, 
having a good mix of business and pleasure, some of the more 
casual stores are on a good thing and just bank on regular cus-
tomers coming back, but that can only last so long if your not 
keeping it fresh for the kids. The bigger corporate businesses 
sometimes lose sight of their roots and get blinded by the dol-
lar. I find both disappointing in a way, I think there are still 
some good stores around, like us, that keep that balance.
What’s your tactic on firing people? Do you go for ‘the fade 
out’ or are you more of a ‘warning’ guy?
 I’ve never had to straight out fire someone. I have al-
ways been very direct when handling staffing issues. Having 
good policies and procedures in place makes any manager’s 
job easier when dealing with discipline, it’s never the fun part 
of any managers job and finding positive outcomes for both 
the business and staff involved should always be the aim of 
any counselling. 

Lincoln Jago, Red Herring, Store Manager & Buyer.
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Joey Dodd is kind of a weird guy. On the one hand he’s polite and well spoken, on the other he skates like a wild- man who is no 
stranger to a bone crunching slam. While eager to please and generous with his time, Joey never hesitates in telling you what’s 
on his mind. The type of guy who spends a Friday night clocking GTA San Andreas, but one who will – given the chance – down 
two cans and morph into a raging one-man Animal House! In short Joey Dodd is a land of contrasts.

It’s been a few years in Melbourne for you now, do you think it’s the people or the skateboarding that’s made you stay?
For now, what keeps me here is friends for sure, just hanging out with good friends is what I love. I know a lot of people, but I 
generally don’t hang out with all these cool popular people, no big sponsored skaters or anything like that. I love a simple skate 
at the park with my close friends, Max, Sean and Jordan… sometimes Brett. Its not that I don’t love seeing all my friends, but a lot 
of people are busy with their work. So it’s friends for sure. Skateboarding for sponsorship isn’t as much a priority as it used to be, 
so my focus has changed a lot, and at the moment Hannah’s cooking keeps me in Melbourne for sure..
Speaking of your time in Melbs, you were once an inmate at the now infamous “Random House”. Dividing its floor space 
between backpacking skateboarders and catatonic drunks, you must have some pretty awesome stories from the time you 
lived there? 
The stories are amazing and some not fit to print, we had so many random and crazy times, from drunk skaters to fights to fires, 
it was awesome! But it did get old. Parties at 7am aren’t all that fun when you’ve got to work the next day. But almost everyone I 
know got drunk there once over the years, the lease was occupied for about 7 years with skaters, right up to when we left. Whilst 
cleaning up, myself and Dion found a hand gun in the bushes in the backyard... sketchy to say the least!!!!! Living with Tim cot-
ton of PSC fame and Jake from whatever fame he thinks he is in at the time is always fun. Taco night was good there also. For 
skaters to come and chill there was awesome the list is sooo long I won’t even begin.
These days you’re working on the industry side of things as the Aussie Zoo York and Ezekiel team manager, and you just got 
back from the Zoo York Oz tour. How did you fare as a babysitter of grown men? 
It wasn’t as much babysitting it was more like skate skate skate skate skate skate. It was insane, a lot of work, me and Nick pretty 
much worked 17 hour days for 2 weeks, it was a lot of fun at times but draining to say the least. The ability of those guys is just 
untouchable, Zered for sure, he shot 11 photos in one day at one point. There will be some amazing shots floating around in the 
mags coming up for sure. Those dudes got drunk so damn easy as our beer is stronger, so after 3 beers the real Zerred would 
emerge, or Brandon, or Aaron, like little quarrels etc, it was fun and a learning experience for sure!!
You better also explain the experience of having Zoo rep Nick Burton along for the ride? 
Oh dude, he was like the mascot of the tour in Melbs, all those Zoo dudes loved him. He started a van food fight by drawing cocks 
on the other van and then it was on. Gnarly. He was pretty much drunk the whole time and it was awesome. They were calling 
him the Steve Irwin from hell, like such an “Aussie rad dude”, but just from the depths of hell...

 ...we got thrown out of strippers as he wanted to show everyone his 
table dancing abilities at one point!!!
Lets talk about skateboarding. Do you think that skateboarding is a little overrun with kids with no style? Do kids even know 
about style anymore?
Not over run, but there are a lot out there - which is rad - kids are amazing these days for sure, no doubt. Their ability is over-
whelming, but what comes with that are some pretty arrogant kids who just want want want. They don’t need to put in the 
time and work their way up because they are “that good” already. But as far as style goes I’d rather see an amazing, proper back-
smith or backtail. Something simple and nice rather than a 30 trick line which ends with a 30 stair. Some kids have both style 
and ability while being a cool kid - and that is a breath of fresh air. But yeah, some kids have amazing ability, but then they open 
their mouth and can’t string two sentences together and look like shit just pushing along. No style at all.
Do you feel sponsors are given out to these kids a little too easily?
Some are for sure, but others aren’t at all. Anthony at Hardcore aint gonna sponsor just anyone, neither would Barnaby and Leon 
at Fallen. But others I feel do, you open a mag and there is some kid no one has ever heard of riding a company’s stuff... with me 
and Zoo and Ezekiel I want a kid who wants it themselves and will do what it takes, with some effort and initiative, instead of 
just calling up each month. “Can I have a board?”. I want kids who deserve free stuff, cause skating is expensive if you don’t have 
a hook up. There are tonnes of kids in line to take their place, ten times hungrier, as they want the free goodies too!
Given that so many Australian skaters come and go, who are some of your all time favorites, past and present? 
“Past” would be dudes I know, who I wish still had the drive, you know? Guys like Joey Lyons and Joe Jones. Those dudes were 
amazing. Adam Tanner, who I only met a few times, but was out-of-control good. Others would be Trainwreck, he was cool, but 
you don’t see much of him anymore. But its rad to see dudes still pushing themselves like Mappy. He been around a long time 
and the other week I saw him shoot that 180 nosegrind with Gourlay down a huge loooong ledge, the photo was run in the 
Skateboard Journal,  he’s over 30, and his pic is next to 16 year old kids. That super good!

pop

joey

Words by Ben Hoban.
Photography by Steve Gourlay.
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“I’d rather see 
an amazing, 

proper 
backsmith 

or backtail. 
Something 

simple and nice 
rather than a 
30 trick line 
which ends 

with a 30 stair.”
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You have an amazing ability to make 
the ground shake when you slam, 
how much of your life have you spent 
with a swollen hip? 
Lately I haven’t jumped down any-
thing big in a long time. But it used 
to be all the damn time. I have taken 
some crazy slams, ask Gourlay, trying 
to backtail that 11 stair hubba on Smith 
Street, I got the worst one of my life... 
people thought I had been hit by a car. 
Tell us a little about that one! 
I wanted to backtail this hubba. It was 
really gnarly like huge.  I just had that 
trick and felt it would work. I went 
with Gourlay and Middsy…. it didn’t 
work out. I got into it but  blah blah… 
So I went back with just Gourlay and 
I was really getting into it, sliding all 
the way to the bottom, like “hell yeah”! 
The next few shots, it’s in the bag... It 
was also meant for the cover of ASM. 
So I’m pushing back to the start and a 
car pulls up, its our good friends Junior 
and Nick Kilderry - drunk as all hell. 
They’re there voicing there opinions 
of the ledge, saying stuff like”back tail 
bro? You could break your neck, its 
fucking huge!!”  Just giggling and shit. 
They were even clapping slow and 
then faster and faster as I would push 
up. Like at the cricket when they clap 
at the bowler. Anyway there goes the 
concentration. I tried it again and took 
the slam of my life, worst ever, that was 
over a year ago. I would love to try that 
again but don’t think so. The older I get 
the better I was!!
How many times have you lost your 
pants drinking?
I don’t think that many really. I can 
only recall one time at the moment... 
do people think I do that or some-
thing?
Yes. That’s it dude, who would you like 
to thank?
My amazing girlfriend Hannah who 
keeps me in check, doesn’t take my 
crap, and gets my lazy ass out skating. 
My friends Max, Jordan and Sean. Dion 
for the nice mellow house we now 
have, Mike at Lush for the opportuni-
ties, Nick for the fun tour times, Lars 
for the advice, Gourlay for the photos 
and you guys for the interview!!
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Why do you skateboard?
At the age of 11 I was playing football for Dingley Dingoes. I had a free kick from not far out of the goal 
square and kicked it out of bounds on the full, people laughed and I felt as big as an ant. From then on I 
knew I didn’t want to be involved in team sports. I hopped on a skateboard at 12, my small and agile body 
seemed to mesh well with the whole balance thing and I was instantly hooked.  Skateboarding has been 
a perfect mechanism for fun, fulfillment, growth, challenge, pain, friends, escape, travel, money, product, 
defeat, triumph, and more. When I am on a skateboard I am happy and I love skateboarding. 
Do you do any other sports?
I play Chess. Chess helps me think strategically and makes me feel intelligent. I occasionally wakeboard 
and snowboard. 
You are unique/different. Why do you think you’re unique?
I am unique. Most people my age are driven by material things. I am driven by love and inspiration. I 
know feelings follow behavior so I bite off more than I can chew and tackle big challenges to feel im-
portant. Most people don’t like stepping out of their comfort zones and their today is often a repeat of 
yesterday. I like discomfort and putting myself outside of my comfort zone by doing new and foreign 
things. I like being bold and unreasonable, its makes my life unpredictable and exciting. 
What’s the best thing about modern skateboarding?
What you do on a skateboard isn’t as important as how you do it in this day and age. The simplest tricks 
can look and feel so divine. 360 flips are good like that. 
What’s something that has been consuming your time/energy lately?
At the start of the year I started a foundation. Its call OWN and stands for Opportunity Wasted Never. 
OWN is a stand for skateboarders to be inspired to excel academically and not waste the educational 
gift they have been given. I started OWN because 

     I want skateboarders to have 
bright and successful futures, you know, to see the world, 
have nice things, be important, live their dreams, not be bit-
ter lowlifes.
We hold meetings involving; street skating in large numbers, open conversation, guest speakers and in-
teracting with the public in a positive manner.  Between planning and controlling the meetings, work-
ing with FatFish.com.au on the website, mentoring skaters and building sponsorship for the cause, its 
safe to say much of my time and energy has gone into OWN. 
What are your plans for the future?
Going to America and skating everyday for 5 weeks. JK at Quiksilver just told me Quiksilver are sending 
us to Asia, I forgot where already. Finish my Bachelor of Marketing at RMIT. Skate more rails. Putting the 
OWN website into the wwworld really soon and grow the foundation through results. Buy an invest-
ment property and get tenants to pay the mortgage. Meet Marshall Mathers and Xzibit. Pretend to be 
a bum for 24 hours to gain empathy for the homeless. Kiteboard at least once. Acupuncture left knee. 
Switch frontside shuvit to switch crooked grind. Answer the next question.
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How many other skaters out there have started a foundation to encourage skaters to excel academi-
cally? OWN is a foundation Richard started to help out the younger members of the skate community. 
That alone should make you read this. If not, take a look at the photo on the left... Yeah, that got you.

Words by JK.
Photos by Steve Gourlay.



Has Quiksilver helped you facilitate your plans?
Yes. Last November I went on a Vans tour to New Zealand. About two weeks before I rang up JK and said I wanted to ride for Quiksil-
ver, he said they aren’t considering new riders till 2007. I told him about the tour and we came to an agreement that the trip would 
be a trial for me to see whether I could perform. The tour article came out in The Skateboarders Journal issue 3 and I got on Quiksilver 
immediately. The point is Quiksilver are flexible and open to suggestion; they know if you’re passionate about something they will 
back you up. 
Your father has some rad old cars… will you get into that whole yoga/zen of restoring vehicle at a later age?
Who knows? It could take one minute for me to get inspired on car restoration. Currently I’d have to day no. Dad took apart a 
Volkswagen Beetle 10 year ago and its still in pieces. I’d rather employ someone to get the job done so I could drive it. 
If you could do anything you wanted right now – what would it be?
Bring back Shane Cross.
What worries you about the world?
Haters. It’s like you strive to be your best and do something meaningful with your life and certain people want to bring you down. 
Since I went to Bondi recently it’s become pretty clear to me that the higher you aim, the more others will want to bring you down. 
It worries me that so many people see the world though pessimistic eyes. Fuck tall poppy syndrome.  Oh, and Global Warming. 
What’s the worst thing about skateboarding/ers?
I feel many skateboarders are lazy. ‘Chillin’ is such a common thing in skateboarding. I don’t know where to draw the line between 
relaxing and being a sack of shit, but I do know laziness is correlated with failure. Injury is the worst thing about skateboarding.
What inspires you?
If I told you everything that inspires me it would take forever. Ultimately, my eyes see through a bright gold filter so life itself in-
spires me. It’s amazing but a little hard to explain. 
What do you think is possible for your skateboard career?
As long as I travel and skateboard I can see my name reaching the masses. Right now it’s Australia and London that know me, and 
that isn’t enough. I can see myself going to the States, skating with really good skaters, shooting and filming hard tricks, getting 
some coverage and having a blast. It’s the things I can’t see that excite me more, just like how I could never see myself riding for 
Vans in 1997, or Enjoi in 2000. 
How does Richard Flude effect other people and his environment?
One of the members of OWN, Julian Sheldon wrote me a message last Monday. It read “Thank you for making us all believe in our-
selves and helping us all achieve and giving us someone to look up to. YOU FUCKEN RULE!” I was skeptical about putting that quote 
in on the basis that some people may think I’m been extremely arrogant. Like it or not that is one effect I’ve had on one person in my 
presence, and I think it is justifiable based on the effort I’ve put into OWN. 
What are you going to do for skateboarding?  
The longest manual! [Laughs]. I am going to help many skateboarders gain confidence and help them aspire to be what they want 
to be. 
You are willing to skate anything.  Where does that open minded approach come from?

There’s two very important questions in life are why, or why not? In skate-
boarding why not skate anything that’s in your path. Open minds lead to 
open doors; I guess I’ve known that as long as I can remember. Maybe I got 
it from dad, he has travelled the globe. To be honest, there are some things I 
don’t skate out of fear and that pisses me off...
Who do you think are the most influential people involved in skateboarding at the moment and why?
Shane Cross’s passing hit skateboarding really hard, and I think he is the most influential person in skateboarding at the moment. 
Would you like to thank anyone?
Enjoi, Vans, Blindside, Quiksilver, Independent, Ricta, FatFish.com.au, Friends, Enemies, Family, and God. If I mention one name I 
mention 300 and its 1.30am.
Got any weird stories you probably shouldn’t mention but will for the sake of entertainment?
Last week I went skating with Mapstones’ entourage and Arto Saari was present. He and the GSJ Rep, Middy, both spent the day get-
ting wasted on Bombay Sapphire. They both dressed up as Borat in the fluro green mankini for the occasion. Everyone skating – and 
passing by – had to deal with their balls hanging out the back of the costume. Pictures will surface eventually. 
Did you have to reinvent yourself in anyway to become a successful skateboarder?
No, I just followed my heart and handled business from a young age.
Describe Richard Flude for folk that may not frequent skatespots?
Isn’t that what this interview was for?
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The cold land of Victoria seems to be a hard place to make it big in surfing, with only 
a hand full of names to make it into the big league; it must be tough. If you compare 
Victoria to other states, where the number of people to make it is ten fold. We talk to 
Adam Robertson about life on the WQS and what its like to come from Victoria and be 
chasing a spot on the CT.

How’s life on the WQS?
Life on the WQS has its ups and downs. It’s great traveling around, seeing the world. And 
seeing new places which I never would have had the chance to see if I hadn’t given pro 
surfing a go. It’s a tough tour with a hell of a lot of great surfers. It’s also a tough tour due 
to a lot of poor wave locations. But it’s a lot of fun, and you get to follow summer around 
the world which is great.
It must be tough going from country to country, event to event, living out of your bags. 
Is it hard being away from home so much?
Well like everything, it has its down side.  Getting stuck in the airport, long layovers, 
flight after flight after flight, losing early in contests, being away for months at a time.  
So yes it can be hard but to me it’s still better than working in an office! When it is some-
thing you love doing those things don’t matter so much.
Who do you normally travel with? Is it always the same crew or do you like to mix it 
up a bit?
Normally it is the same crew. For the past few years I have been traveling with two of my 
mates from Torquay- Jack Perry and Nic Muscroft. We plan all our trips and accommoda-
tion together. But generally when we are on the road there is a pack of QS guys all on 
the same flights and at similar accommodation. The Aussie guys tend to band together; 
there are many impromptu football and cricket games when the surf is flat.
With the WQS being in so many different countries, you would be seeing new faces 
and meeting new people. There must be some pretty wild parties?
Most of the places we go to are in the middle of summer and there is usually some sort 
of carnival coinciding with the event so therefore it means there are a lot of parties go-
ing on. But like any athlete, to go good in the contest, you can’t afford to go out and mess 
things up for yourself. And you always want to be as good as gold for an early surf the 
next morning before the contest starts. We often go out for a few quiet ones after the 
event but realistically on tour you are on the move so much you don’t often have the 
time or energy for it.
Is it hard to stay motivated and focused on the comps all the time?
Yes, it can get really difficult. It can be a frustrating sport as you have to rely on the ocean 
which doesn’t always come through with the goods when you need it. You have a love 
hate relationship with the water at times. Sometimes when things don’t go your way 
you feel like throwing it all away and free surfing the rest of your life, but winning is a 
good feeling which drives you to keep going. Like any sport you need to set your goals 
and stay really focused on them; otherwise your career can quickly fall into a ditch.
How much time do you get to spend at home in Torquay?
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60:40. I spend 60% of the year away and then 40% in Aus where I share that time be-
tween my original home town of Portland where my family is and Torquay. Thank-
fully the tour has a rest over the summer here (and winter pretty much everywhere 
else) so I’m lucky in that respect that I get to enjoy time at home when it is in its 
prime.
Torquay life looks pretty laid back. Take us through an average day on the coast.
It is very laid back for some. But when I spend my time there I’m usually training 
and preparing for events so it isn’t always the case for me. I start my day around 
6am by going for an early surf at Bells or Jan Juc. I’ll spend a few hours in the water 
before having a break. Around 11am I’ll check the surf again, if it looks any good I will 
go in for awhile otherwise I’ll flag it and spend sometime doing other training such 
as swimming, running, yoga etc. After lunch in the late afternoon I’ll check the surf 
again. I’ll usually go in regardless of the conditions just to get my hair wet! Then it is 
dinner time and usually an early night so I can get up again for a 6am surf the next 
day.
You must be pumped to get another wild card into this years Bells CT event?
Yeah. I have fortunately got a spot in the trials again this year where I will try my 
hardest to do well and gain a wildcard spot in the CT event. I have been in the Rip 
Curl Pro three times before; it is an awesome event to be a part of so I would be 
stoked to get another go at it this year.
Local knowledge play’s a big part in surfing Bells well. You see guys that usually rip, 
but out at Bells they just can’t seem to find any flow...
Sometimes it plays a big part depending on the conditions. When the tide is halfway 
out it is usually the most tricky and that is when local knowledge sure works to your 
advantage. But you need to be competition savvy too, which is where the CT guys 
have an advantage. In surfing you can be the best of the best in the conditions but if 
you don’t know how to play the competition right you don’t get anywhere. It can be 
a really difficult sport in that respect.
Is it good for your confidence to be able to stick it to the CT guys on some home 
turf?
Yeah, it sure is. It would be great to go well there with all the home crowd support 
behind me. If I’m in it this year...

    ...it will be only my 
fourth contest since recovering from 8 gruelling 
months of ankle surgery and rehabilitation. 

So it would be really great for the confidence! There would be a heap of people happy 
to help me celebrate afterwards too so it would be a real dream run to go good in it.
Any chance we might see you in any other CT events this year?
For the past two years I have been involved in the Globe Fiji event in May; however 
it has been called off due to political unrest over there so it is not looking too good at 
this stage. You never know though as spots do come up.
At the moment, with no major sponsors, is it hard to find the funds to compete and 
live your dream?
Yeah it is very hard. I hope to do well and make enough prize money to allow me to 
do the entire tour. The tour costs a fair bit to in travel, accommodation, car hire, food 
etc. So without sponsorship it can be quite straining financially. Unfortunately, it 
seems to be a difficult time for the Aussie boys at the moment with quite a few guys 
who are un-sponsored; it just seems the way it is with our industry at present. But 
truthfully you can’t afford to dwell on it, the only way to overcome it is to do well, 
make some money and prove yourself to everyone out there.
Anyone you want to thank?
My current sponsors Jetty Surf, Globe Shoes, Odyssey 20/20 Sunglasses, Mother En-
ergy Drink, Dunes Wetsuits and my managers at JD Sports Agency.
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Like all big occasions - when the champagne has gone flat, 
the confetti blown away, jelly pools dried up and the scantily 
clad attendees have re-dressed and gone home - some salient 
memories remain.  In the case of the Quiksilver Pro, presented 
by the glorious electronics and homewares giants Samsung, 
there’s a few things that stick in the memory like nothing be-
fore it.
 
1. The view from the channel.
 I’m no genius - so buggered if I know how they keep 
those camera batteries and wires dry out there in the ocean 
on the back of the jet-ski - but I am a surfer, and I can tell you 
that the view from the channel straight into the barrel as 
shown on Quiksilver’s live webcast was akin to being there.
 Sitting at work in front of your ‘puter screen, it was 
as if you were dripping wet, looking from the outside in, pad-
dling back out during a casual surf with some of your mates. 
Maybe even better ‘cause you weren’t actually wet, you 
weren’t getting sunburn - you were actually in the Rainbow 
Bay Surf Club getting crazily drunk, but your mates still hap-
pened to be the best surfers in the world …
  … and it was a miracle of modern marketing that 
this fancy transmission happened to coincide with some of 
the best freakin’ heats in pro surfing since Occy paddled out 
against American Tom Curren at Bells Beach in 1986 and lost.
 And it was a miracle it happened on finals day, and 
to make matters better, it was a miracle - given the morning’s 
earlier conditions - that Snapper Rocks didn’t just decide to 
turn on for the finals, it actually started turning inside out. The 
golden sand-bottomed point literally metamorphasised into 
a break more closely resembling a reef you’d find somewhere 
in South Australia, West Australia or Hawaii. Or, all three loca-
tions rolled into one.

  Kelly Slater, that American demi-God of demorali-
sation, fell into one of the widest, flaring-est tubes ever seen 
on the Gold Coast, and rode out of it to mount a comeback 
against rampaging local Bede Durbidge. But Bede beat the 
champ for third time in his young career 19.40 to 18.73.
 Josh Kerr, ASP tour rookie and a good bet for anyone 
into gambling with “Sportsbook” in their favourites list, came 
agonisingly close to preventing Mick Fanning from becoming 
the first two-time Quik Pro winner, by pulling off one of the 
manoeuvres of the decade in his quarter final.
 Josh left the water 0.4 short, Fanning skipped his 
way on towards and eventually into the final, but Josh was 
still smiling and won a few fans with a 5th place in his first 
official pro tour outing.
 What else? Well not much happened besides awards 
nights, concerts, movie premiers, groupies, dinners, more surf-
ing, more highest-ever heat wins, perfect 10 point rides, more 
record breaking storms, beer, gluttony, tubes, comebacks, TV 
Shows, helicopters, charity auctions, celebs (including Matt 
Ma-how-do-you-spell-McConaghaey? Kate Hudson) famous 
jocks and other barely re-collectable events… It was pretty 
bloody good.
 There’s highlights on quiksilver.com if you wanna 
go back have a look at something special.
 And yeah, if you noticed there was only one point 
written above worth remembering when we said there was 
going to be a few, well please forgive us here at POP.  Our lim-
ited gift for the vernacular and most of our ability for process-
ing logical thought evaporated from our minds at the sound 
of the Quiksilver Pro’s final hooter blast.
 Booya! Bring on 2008!

Words by Johnny Utah.
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Jake, how you doing? 
I’m not bad, just trying to get on top of things. Kinda tired, I tend not to sleep so much these days. 
Where are you right now? 
I’m in the States, Mammoth to be precise, otherwise known as Hollywood.
I’ve heard that you’re having hard times in Mammoth right now. Is that just because of the ‘rat race’ or is it just because the 
snow hasn’t been that good anywhere this year?
It seems to be a bit of both. In terms of snow there has been a few times when we have went out and tried to do our best to make 
something out of nothing, putting our heads out on the chopping block in a way, and being let down. That really sucks because 
you put a lot of work into it. With the rat-race there is, or at least to me seems to be, a lot of attitude and scene in Mammoth. 
Everyone seems like they are trying to impress everyone else, no one is out there for themselves. People almost get offended by 
different styles in this town too. My friend Boen and I (Boen happens to be a skier that kills it on a snowboard) went up in tight 
jeans one day. I wear tight jeans off the snow but not on. We were just shredding around having fun and copped flak from some 
people wearing ridiculously oversized t-shirts.
Does the sheer amount of talented snowboarders at places like Mammoth ever intimidate you? Does it take certain amount 
of competitiveness to overcome that? 
I’m a very competitive person. I don’t really let those guys bother me, sure there are people in the park that kill it but there are  
just as many if not more that just think they are the shit.
So what’s it like growing up in Berridale? It’s kind of in the middle of the snow and the surf right?
Growing up in Berridale was good. My Dad was a really keen surfer and has had me in the water since I could walk basically. It 
was a while before I got into snowboarding and once I did is when I really started appreciating my living situation, I mean who 
can complain about being an hour and a half from surf and half an hour from snow? Now days there is a skate park too so I’m 
really getting the best of three worlds.
Hey what’s with the sun glasses and goggles in your photos? Albino or something? 
[Laughs} Although you can never have too much protection its nothing like that. I like being a little different to everyone else in 
my own way.
Oh… So you’re one of ‘dem arty guys. I thought they only came from Victoria? 
I guess that there are guys down there that are switched on like that and it’s cool if I  can be compared to those guys. Its whatever 
though, you know?

  I’m not trying to be anyone other then myself...
You do your own thing most of the time. Do you get called weird often? 
Hmm, yeah. There are a lot of people out there that don’t really accept anything different and I’m all about being different so 
sure, I cop flak every once in a while. It doesn’t really make me feel bad or anything, sure I might be pissed off at the time but 
in the end I kind of walk away laughing because a group of robots that are all the same are trying to make fun of me. Everyone 
should be happy with who they are and if someone tries to put you down for being different, then just laugh it off and keep 
doing your own thing.
Still, Marc [Baker] tells me you’re rolling with some good humans over there. Is Mammoth becoming a home away from 
home for you? 
I have some good friends here; there are some cool people and a lot of people that I wouldn’t necessarily enjoy the company of. 
I live with two friends from home so that always ties back to kind of having memories from home anyway. Both those guys are 
highly involved in Neon [The Neon Syndicate] so we’re always doing stuff.
Yeah, what is this ‘Neon Syndicate’ that I hear about? 
The Neon Syndicate is a group of friends that just want to show everyone what it is that we do. We are putting out a movie this 
year based on our travels and a common theme of having fun and not worrying about what anyone else thinks. Our website 
will be up soon theneonsyndicate.com or check our MySpace myspace.com/neonsyndicate.

Where do I begin with Jake? I know it’s so cliché’ to write all these amazing things about the person who is being interviewed, 
‘such and such is this rad’ and so on. It’s just that with Jake is it’s actually the truth. He really is one of the most refreshing and 
exciting kids in Australian snowboarding at the moment. And whether he’ll admit it or not, Jake is on the forefront of crack-
ing the US scene. With Jake finishing school at the end of the year it’s exciting to see where he is headed. The kid’s just getting 
started…
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I hear you’re buying a sled and going on a road trip. Who’s going with you and where are you headed?
I’m pretty excited about that whole deal. I have heard my friends talking about how good it is to have a sled and how much easier 
it makes it to get things done. I’m buying the sled this week and at this stage it’s mostly for next year but if it snows again I’m defi-
nitely taking it out for a run. The plan is to then fly into LA next year with my friends Lucas [Wilkinson] and Boen [Ferguson] and go 
to some auctions looking for a 5 seater truck so that we can live ghetto styles and sleep in it whenever we are on the road. Once that 
is under control we are pretty much going to go where ever we want, whenever we want. Some places on the cards include, Baker, 
Whistler, Utah and Colorado not to mention anywhere else there is a photographer. Good times to be had.
So this year you’ve been in Utah, California, Canada and Finland… There’s a lot of talk about how this is the year for you… 
I’m blowing right up, hey? Kidding. I’ve been filming and shooting quite a bit and have also had the opportunity to travel a lot this 
season but I don’t think that means a whole lot. It’s a start, don’t get me wrong; the real goal is getting international coverage. 
When you’re on all these trips, what are 5 things you have to take with you?
Other then the obvious snow essentials? I always take two food products, one of which being Milo and the other being Vegemite. I 
think that everyone needs a fixing once in a while. I always take my girlfriends perfume as it reminds me of good times and smells 
excellent. A digital camera for memories because I’m afraid that I will get old and forget everything I did as a juvenile. My computer, 
just because I need it for everything, especially school.
Your girlfriends perfume... Umm... You don’t actually wear it do you?
Just when I dress up in women’s clothes...
What happens when you go out with her and you’re both dressed like girls? Do you get called lesbians?
I don’t make the prettiest girl so I guess they just think my girlfriend is into drag queens. The clothes are just so damn comfy man...
How old are you now? It seems like you’ve been 17 for the last 5 years.
What’s that all about? Maybe people just think I’m older than what I am for some reason. I’ve only just turned 17.
So you’re 17 (or so you say) and you’re getting a sled, a truck and living for months at a time in the USA. Snowboarding’s doing 
good things for you?
It sure shows that following your dreams can truly pay off I’d say.

               My lifestyle is amazing, today I had a 
realization as to how great the life I’m living is at the moment.
I was thinking about how much money I’m going to be spending in the near future and thought to myself ‘You know what, this 
isn’t going to last forever so I may as well make the most of it.’ It’s kinda crazy that a kid my age, still in school, has the opportunity 
to travel the world snowboarding.
I’m stoked for you. Seriously. But with all this going on, how do you stay grounded? It’s pretty easy to get ahead of yourself.
I have too much to worry about with school. Normally whenever I get an email saying I’m behind or something it brings me back to 
earth.  Friends always keep it real as well.
Yeah, how does school work for you? Are you getting it done?
I’m in year 12 at the moment so I’m really looking forward to not having that hanging over my head anymore, it can be a real downer 
at times. I’m not doing too bad, I’ve got the majority of my work done but its hard getting it back. For instance at the moment for 
one reason or another I cannot attach any files to an email sent to my Mum so I’m going to have to burn all my work to CD and 
send it back in the post. The school is good with me though, they understand what it is I am doing and try to make things as easy 
as possible... Most of the time.
If there are other kids out there that are thinking about having a go at it but want to stay in high school, what advice would you 
give them?
I would say your best option for school is by correspondence. That’s what I do. It’s not a breeze though. It takes a lot of effort so you 
have to be committed and if you’re committed to getting school done and going snowboarding or whatever else it may be then I 
advise that you talk to your parents about that.
It seems like you’ve got a lot figured out for a 17 year old. What’s your secret?
Snowboarding has helped me because when you’re hanging out at a company head quarters you tend to learn a lot about the 
business side of things. Friends are great because everyone brings something different to the table, hence learning off each other. 
Travelling is a major part of it. When you travel you have to do a lot of things by yourself, if not everything. It also teaches you a lot 
about different cultures and lifestyles of people, sometimes even politics.
So, will you be in Australia this winter? 
No doubt, I love Australia’s winters and I hate it when people whinge about it. I mean your in Australia, enjoy what you have, its not 
suppose to be Canada or Europe so take advantage of it as much as you can.
Thanks Jake, it was good talking to you. Would you like to thank anyone?
Yeah it was good talking to you too. First of all my Mum and Dad without them I would not be here. Also I would like to thank Sasha 
Ryzy for making great opportunties for myself. Then Nashy, Spillsy and Ryan at Volcom, Fletch at Dragon, Shane at Flux, Adam and 
Max at Endeavor, Dan, Rick at POP, and my friends from the Neon Syndicate.
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So Andrew… If my memory of all your other interviews are correct, you own two old police cars, have an obstacle course in 
your front yard and you own a tanning salon… How’s snowboarding going?  
Well, as for the cop cars, those are my daily drivers; I get them cheap, like $300 bucks from the Sheriff.  I’d rather drive a beater 
for cheap than have an expensive car payment.  I have two, so if one breaks down, I have back up parts from the other.  As for 
the tanning salon, that was an investment 6 years ago, I never really went there, but it was funny at the time. I sold that a long 
time ago. The military course is from fallen trees around the house, and its purpose is to help me stay in shape and recover from 
injuries.  I choose to spend my downtime doing projects in the yard rather than spend money at the bar. So in regards to your 
question, snowboarding is going great, I’m healthy with no broken bones, so I’m a happy man. 
With December and IR77, you’ve been luckier than most snowboarders in that you’ve been to a few countries that aren’t 
known for their parks or handrails. What was it like seeing the world from Eastern Europe?  
Well, the thing is, most snowboarders don’t choose to leave their comfort zone, and the reason we went to Eastern Europe so 
much is because it breaks you down from the hype of pro-snowboarding and makes you ride shit that isn’t all pristine.  I grew up 
riding without parks and pipes; we had to learn on trees, so I like to ride shit that you have to get creative on, like skateboarding.   
A lot of American snowboarders are some spoiled rich kids, and I hate hearing them bitch about how the park or pipe is shitty, 
so I like to ride stuff that is kind of grass roots that makes you get creative.  I have found that the people are genuine in Eastern 
Europe and are so stoked when we go there, so I guess you get a good feeling from inspiring people, especially those who never 
really get to see pro snowboarders.
December inspired some friends and I to hire a car in Paris and drive to Eastern Europe. We stopped at a little town called 
Chopok in Slovakia. There’s a snowboard shop there called Spectrum (I think). I noticed you’d signed the back wall. The locals 
still talked about the December guys… Did you have a good time in Slovakia?
That’s really cool that you got inspired and did that, good on ya’ man.  We got a lot of shit for that movie, mostly criticism on 
how there was no gnarly riding, but what people don’t know is that we set out to make that movie like Tent City, and just shred 
whatever came our way.  But unfortunately we were really unlucky with snow, so we had to make the most of it.  We had to go 
in December because that was the only time we could go; we had other movies to film for starting in January.  Looking back on 
it, I think I lived and experienced more on that trip than most people do in a lifetime.  We got caught in a natural disaster in Slo-
vakia, the biggest wind storm that ravaged the country, it crushed houses and highways, fell all the trees, and we were stranded 
for a week, barely with food.  We rode fallen trees, etc. just to make the most of it.   It was so frustrating at the time because of 
the lack of snow, but looking back on it, it is probably one of my fondest memories because we got to ride with people that had 
nothing, and it brought back those feelings of being a kid and riding whatever was in sight.  Like meeting those dudes in the 
shop, it was such a surprise for them, but it was so cool for us as well, because they took us out and showed us their culture and 
lives, and that is shit you can’t buy or learn in a book.  It was pretty rad to know that we helped or inspired some dudes in a far off 
country, and to know that they are still talking about it really stokes me out.  I’ve found that little kids like that movie, because it 
is non-threatening, and shows them that they can have fun with out snowmobiles and pristine powder, but pro’s hate it cause 
they think it’s lame or not gnarly, but we had to make-do the best we could with no snow, and in today’s rat-race, of all the stock 
cheese wedge videos, I’m proud that we took a chance and at least tried something different.
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Photos by Mark Welsh. Words by Rick Baker.
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Are you and Jake working on anything new? I was thinking of an Australian adventure. Something like ‘Life Aquatic’ meets ‘Spi-
nal Tap’. You could call it July. I think the two of you could pull it off.  
That’s a great idea and would be fucking awesome, but unfortunately our funding isn’t so hot, and Jake is actually making the DC 
movie this year.  He is a pretty sought-after filmer and editor, so we don’t get to work together as much as we would like cause he 
has to work with who ever pays him, but for sure we would like to do more trips like that.  Jake and Lukas and I went to Croatia last 
fall, to take a breather and charge up for the season.  We slept on the beach, went snorkeling, and floated from island to island, like 
lost pirates at sea. It felt a lot like December, without snow, and it was fun to get lost again. We filmed it and made a cool little movie. 
We like to do things that are different, so I’ll mention to Jake that we should head down-under, I’ll bet he’ll be stoked and I’d like to 
launch over a kangaroo!
I heard a story about you buying beer for some kid on the street in San Diego and you ended up going back to his house and party-
ing with him and his underage mates? Is that true? You know I heard Bill Murray did that once…
Wow, you have really done your homework man, that’s fucking cool you know that.  A lot of my role models are in jail cause I’m from 
a small town, so I try and stoke out people when they look up to snowboarding or pros or whatever.  He knew who I was at 7 eleven, 
and was stoked to meet me, and he was trying to get beer, but wasn’t’ quite of age.  I remember those times, and how stoked I was 
when people helped me out. So I helped him out so he could hopefully go back and impress his girlfriend. He asked me if I wanted to 
come back to the party, and I figured that it would be a cool time and memory, and we wound up partying all night with kids that 
were so stoked on shreddin, so I think it made their night, and it was fun for me to see them so stoked and inspire them in some 
small way.
It’s interesting to see the fashion trends in Snowboarding. It seems like the whole Thug thing is slowing down and rock and roll 
is coming back. You’ve been rock and roll all along (Iron Maiden Base Graphics anyone?!). How does it make you feel now that 
you’re “cool”?
Well I still don’t really think I’m cool, I’ve always been and will be a rocker, I guess it just makes me happy to see more people accept it or 
appreciate it.  I never really followed the trends or styles, I just did my own thing, but it is also cool to have different styles.  For instance, 
if most people knew or got to meet Mark Frank Montoya, they would be so stoked to find he’s so funny, and has a huge heart.

It’s cool to have contrasts in the sport, because it makes it fun, to try and get 
Mark Frank to air-guitar Van Halen, and for him to try and have me make beats 
on his beat machine. I sucked so bad and we were laughing our ass off, a rocker 
and a rapper in some hotel room, laughing.
           I think that’s what makes snowboarding unique, there are 
lots of personalities and styles, but yes, I’m stoked there’s a lot of rockers, like the Nitro guys, it makes traveling a lot more fun.
What was it like being sponsored by Rossignol? It’s a ski company, has a chicken for a logo and perhaps more importantly, is La 
French. Not very American is it? You know, maybe if it was an eagle or something, but a chicken?  
When Morrow got bought by K2 and basically got run into the ground, I quit before they made me ride step-ins, and I saw Rossignol 
as a place for potential with a small team.  It was JF Pelchat, Dion Delesalle, Pavo Tikanen, Eero Niemela, and I saw it as an opportu-
nity to improve the company.  Sure it was difficult in that they were an old European Skiing company, but I never really cared about 
that shit or held a grudge against skiing, because I grew up skiing, and with out that, I may have never discovered snowboarding.  
There were some definite struggles and frustrations, but also some really cool memories, like the Danzig and Iron Maiden graphics, 
bringing Todd Richards onto the team, and having a really cool team.  But in the end, it’s hard when you have a European mind frame 
and an American mind frame trying to push the company in two different directions and I saw it as a time to move on rather than 
get frustrated, so I call Tonino and the rest is history.
So how’s Nitro going then? When can we expect a Craw-Dawg pro model?
Nitro’s a great company, it is run by shredders, we all get along, and the rock and roll demographic fits my style, so it’s cool. I don’t’ 
think there will be a Craw-Dawg pro model, I hate to say it but my ship might have sailed as far as pro models go, but it’s cool, most 
of the graphics are rockin’ anyway, and to be honest it takes the pressure off me not having a pro model and worrying about sell-
through and all the financial pressure that goes along with a pro model.
Lukas tells the story about your 9 Minute Ladder Challenge (and I believe it’s on the IR77 DVD). What’s a story you can tell us about 
Lukas? Does he have an 8 Minute Ladder Challenge?
Lukas, where do I start?  I built the nine minute ladder so we could have something to get up onto roofs in Germany and shred off 
on our boards, so I decided to make it fun and try and build it in 9 minutes.  As for Lukas, the funniest story I can tell about him is his 
legendary rap-battles with Mark Frank Montoya.  Lukas can really hold his own, if not possibly win sometimes, in rap-battling with 
Mark in the bar.  It is so funny to see little Lukas with his nerdy glasses and technical rapping skills, battling Mark with his thug lyrics 
and to see those two go at it, it’s the funniest thing to see in person, a true rappers delight.
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Justin Hebbel

Top 3 Bands to see live:
Alive:
1. The Brian Jonestown Massacre
2. Brian Glaze
3. The Chamberstrings.

Dead:
1. The Beatles
2. Sid Barret
3. Bob Dylan (his voice is pretty much dead). T-Rex would be 
pretty smooth as well.

Top 3 Drunken moments:
1. Swinging at my father has to be up there (that is a real 
classy thing to do).
2. Any night in SLC last summer.
3. Every weekend night throughout my highschool career

Top 3 Influences:
1. All my friends. Nima, Kooley, Jordan, Lance Hakker, Treu.  
Goodtimes!

Top 3 Artists:
1. The Brian Jonestown Massacre
2. The Beatles and of course
3. Bob Dylan.

Top 3 Excuses why you haven’t been to Australia:
1. There is no excuse
2. I might fall in love with the place.
3. I can get your wine up here.

Top 3 Things you hate in snowboarding:
1. Jocks
2. Competitions (well I guess they go hand in hand)
3. Politics.

Top 3 Things to do other than snowboard:
1. Drink
2. Bike
3. Drink.

Top 3 Tricks you love in snowboarding: 
1. I pretty much like any tech trick on a handrail.
2. I love handrails
3. Anything that has a skateboard influence.

Top 3 People you dislike in snowboarding:
1. Andy Wright. I think that is really about it.  I get along with 
most people.

About 9 months ago we got keen to fire a few questions at Justin Hebbel. He’s an interesting character with a style all of his own. 
Some would argue he is the originator of his own fashion movement. He lives on a raw foodist diet (which is about as much fun 
as it sounds) and he rides for some of the most forward thinking companies like Holden, Coal and Ride. Things on the interview 
front were not to be as easy or smooth as we’d hoped. Through a few contacts we bribed Justin’s room mates brother Cody to 
wear a wire for a few months and record conversations on the topic of Top 3’s. Much to our distress, Cody wore the wire night 
and day over that period and during the transcribing process we found out more than we ever want to know about Cody, but 
that’s a story for another magazine, perhaps one sealed in plastic. Here’s what Justin had to say...
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